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Favourable buy-in pricing
provides opportunity for
pension plans holding gilts
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LCP Pension Buy-ins, Buy-outs and Longevity Swaps 2013
This is LCP's sixth report for finance directors, trustees and the other senior decision makers responsible
for managing the costs and risks associated with pension plans. It captures key developments and
opportunities in the market for buy-ins, buy-outs and longevity swaps.
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Key findings

Introduction
Welcome to our sixth annual report on the market for buy-ins,
buy-outs and longevity swaps in the UK.
Pension plans have had the opportunity to exchange some or all of
their gilt assets for a pensioner buy-in at favourable pricing levels for
over 18 months now. Over 2012, this translated into a four-year high
Clive Wellsteed

for the number of transactions over £100m, many funded through

Partner

investment gains on gilts. Similar opportunities continue into 2013,

LCP

with gilt valuations reaching record highs and strong price
competition between the insurers.
Of course, record gilt valuations are a double-edged sword for most
pension plans; whilst gilts purchased in the past will have performed
strongly, there is understandably little appetite to make new
investments at current prices.
This means that 2013 activity is likely to focus on buy-ins using
existing gilt allocations, achieving a concrete but affordable step
on a longer journey towards self-sufficiency or buy-out.

Tate & Lyle: See page 11

If you are looking for inspiration from what others have done,
this year’s report includes insights drawn from LCP’s de-risking

Gartmore: See page 13
Trinity Mirror: See page 15

work with Tate & Lyle, Gartmore and Trinity Mirror over the past year.
We hope you find these client perspectives interesting and we look
forward to an exciting and vibrant market in 2013.

14

2012 saw a four year-high for the number of buy-in and buy-outs over

Number of buy-in and

14 transactions over £100m were completed in 2012 compared to 12 in 2011

buy-out transactions over

and ten in both 2010 and 2009. Total buy-in and buy-out volumes were

£100m in 2012.

£4.4bn in 2012 compared to £5.2bn in 2011.

£100m but lower total volumes

More blue-chip names transacted in 2012
Significant buy-ins and buy-outs were completed by Tate & Lyle, Cookson,
Gartmore, the MNOPF and one of General Motors’ five UK pension plans.
Longevity swaps were completed in 2012 by LV= and Akzo Nobel.

LCP Pension Buy-ins, Buy-outs and Longevity Swaps 2013
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Key findings

A wider range of insurer investments have kept buy-in pricing favourable

Pensioner buy-in pricing:

relative to gilts for over 18 months now

See chart on page 10

Insurers have turned to a wider range of investments including social
This has meant that buy-in pricing has continued at favourable levels
into 2013.
Full buy-outs are most economic for smaller pension plans
While pension deficits remain substantial, most full buy-outs will be for
smaller pension plans, where the savings in running costs can often justify

95%

Proportion of full buy-outs

the cash injection required from the sponsor.

under £100m in 2012.

2012 saw some insurers refocus as price competition remained strong

Medical underwriting:

Legal & General, Pension Insurance Corporation and Rothesay Life wrote

See page 18

80% of buy-in and buy-out volumes in 2012, as Aviva re-focused on
smaller transactions and Lucida closed to new business. At the smaller
end, Just Retirement and Partnership brought their medical underwriting
expertise to the buy-in market.
LCP anticipates that buy-in and buy-out volumes could double before
capacity constraints bite, but longer-term demand could be much higher
The “gilts for buy-in” opportunity is likely to continue to fuel demand
in the short-term but, looking further ahead, a material rise in gilt yields
could generate significantly higher demand. Funding levels would
improve across the board, leading to a capacity crunch as a growing

£4.4bn

Buy-ins and buy-outs
in 2012

chase buy-in and buy-out capacity of closer to £10bn per year.

£10bn+

Insurers remain selective in the quotations they provide

ins and buy-outs in 2013

proportion of the £1,000bn-plus of private sector defined benefit liabilities

Insurers remain selective when filtering new quotation requests, rewarding
pension plans that have prepared well and can demonstrate their intention
to transact. As a result, the proportion of quotations that lead to an actual
transaction has increased over 2012. In the event that financial conditions
do drive significantly higher demand, insurers are likely to become even
more selective.
Big-ticket insurance deals in the US put buy-out firmly in the spotlight
From being a left-field option prior to 2012, partial buy-outs by
General Motors ($29bn) and Verizon ($7.5bn) have put insurance on the
boardroom agenda for many US companies. Further announcements over
the next year will determine whether these are one-offs or a new trend.

Potential capacity for buy-

£1,000bn+
UK DB pension liabilities

Key findings

housing to counter the falling returns available from corporate bonds.
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Review of 2012 and case studies

Emma Watkins

The key de-risking tools

Partner

There are a range of tools from insurers to help pension
plans de-risk.

LCP

Transaction sizes for
longevity swaps are
typically larger than
for buy-ins and buyouts. This is because
a buy-in or buy-out
transfers interest rate,
inflation, asset and
longevity risk, whereas a
longevity swap transfers
longevity risk only.

Pensioner buy-in
A pensioner buy-in is the purchase of a bulk annuity policy with an
insurance company as an investment to match part of a pension plan's
liabilities, typically pensions in payment.
Risks removed
Shortfall
Equities
Bonds

Residual
Liabilities

Insurance
Policy

Insured
Liabilities

Interest
rate risk

Inflation
risk

Asset
risk

Longevity
risk

✓

✓

✓

✓

Subset of liabilities typically targeted
Pensioners

Non-pensioners

✓

✗

Buy-in
2012 volume

2011 volume

(including 9 transactions
over £100m)

(including 8 transactions
over £100m)

£2.48bn

Notable examples in 2012

£2.15bn

£350m Tate & Lyle
£320m Cookson

Buy-ins covering all liabilities, including full buy-outs
A full buy-in is the purchase of a bulk annuity policy with an insurance
company to cover all liabilities not already insured, with a cash top-up to
meet any shortfall. If a buy-in is moved to a buy-out then each individual
member is issued a policy so that their pension is provided directly by the
insurance company; the obligation for the pension plan to provide those
benefits then ceases.
Risks removed
Interest
rate risk

Inflation
risk

Asset
risk

Longevity
risk

✓

✓

✓

✓

Subset of liabilities typically targeted
Insurance
Policy(ies)

Insured
Liabilities

Pensioners

Non-pensioners

✓

✓

Full buy-in
2012 volume

2011 volume

£1.92bn

£3.07bn

(including 5 transactions
over £100m)

(including 4 transactions
over £100m)

Notable examples in 2012

£680m MNOPF
£230m General Motors
£200m Denso
£ 1 60m Gartmore
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Longevity swap
A longevity swap allows a pension plan to transfer the risk of members
living longer than expected to a third party (the counterparty), whilst
retaining direct control of the assets. The pension plan pays an agreed
set of payments to the counterparty and the counterparty makes
payments linked to whether each insured member is alive.

Equities

Interest
rate risk

Inflation
risk

Asset
risk

Longevity
risk

✗

✗

✗

✓

Residual
Liabilities

Subset of liabilities typically targeted
Hedged
Liabilities

Bonds

Pensioners

Non-pensioners

✓

✗

Longevity swap
2011 volume

2012 volume

£2.20bn

£7.07bn

Notable examples in 2012

£800m LV=
£1,400m Akzo Nobel

Total market volumes
The chart below shows total market volumes over the past six years.
10
Pensioner buy-ins
Total premiums (£bn)

8

Full buy-ins/buy-outs

6

4

2

0
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

5

2

Year
Number of longevity swaps
0

0

5

1

Volume of liabilities hedged by longevity swaps (£bn)
0

0

3.8

3.0

7.1

2.2

Review of 2012 and
case studies

Risks removed
Shortfall
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Review of 2012 - Pensioner buy-ins

Conditions have been favourable for exchanging gilt
holdings for a pensioner buy-in since 2011. This motivated
many of the transactions in 2012.
Duration watch:

The principle is that by paying an insurer’s buy-in premium with highly

The choice of gilt assets to

valued gilts, companies and trustees can hedge pensioner longevity risk

exchange for a pensioner

without affecting the valuation deficit or cash funding requirements.

buy-in is important. If the
gilts have longer duration

The chart below compares:

than the benefits being

 pensioner buy-in pricing for a typical pension plan over the last five

insured, then action will
be needed to maintain
overall levels of interest
rate protection.

years; and
 the value of a portfolio of gilts held by the trustees to match the
pensioner liabilities.
Where the value of gilts exceeds the buy-in price, as has typically been the
case since 2011, conditions should support completing a pensioner buy-in
without any valuation or cash funding impact if the premium is paid from
gilts. This can be rationalised by thinking of the buy-in as an investment
locking into a return at or above gilt yields.

Value of gilts relative to buy-in price

8%
Current buy-in
opportunity

6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%

Buy-in
pricing less
favourable
than gilt
valuations

-4%
-6%
-8%

Buy-in
pricing more
favourable
than gilt
valuations

Pre-banking
crisis

Banking
crisis

Eurozone uncertainties

Early quantitative easing

-10%
Dec 2007 Jun 2008 Dec 2008 Jun 2009 Dec 2009 Jun 2010 Dec 2010

Jun 2011

Dec 2011

Jun 2012

Dec 2012

Source: LCP analysis of the relative value of gilts against pensioner buy-in prices based on middle-of-the-road longevity assumptions for a UK
pension plan. Buy-in pricing depends on a range of factors such as transaction size, benefit structure, membership profile and insurer appetite.

Four sections of the chart are shown, with the current opportunity clearly visible:
Pre-banking crisis

Initial expansion of the insurance market; pricing very competitive

Banking crisis

Buy-in pricing becomes more cautious due to sharp dislocations in financial markets
and significant uncertainty

Early quantitative easing
Eurozone uncertainties

Markets settle following initial actions from central banks; modest valuation
impact
expected
if paying2012
buy-in premium with gilts
Case
study:
December
Improved asset opportunities for insurers mean many plans can expect to transact
a buy-in without any valuation or cash funding impact if the premium is paid with gilts

LCP Pension Buy-ins, Buy-outs and Longevity Swaps 2013
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Case study: December 2012

Tate & Lyle - £350m pensioner buy-in

Background
 £1.1bn of pension liabilities in the main UK plan in late 2012, with approximately two thirds
in respect of pensions in payment.
 De-risking out of return-seeking assets was well advanced, with limited exposure to equities
 The switches were designed to reduce exposure to each of the key financial risks over time.
 Options for longevity risk were considered in parallel, to avoid a large, concentrated longevity
bet remaining at the end of the hedging programme.
What was put in place?
 A working group of representatives from Tate & Lyle and the Trustee was set up to consider
longevity swaps and pensioner buy-ins.
 The group concluded that a pensioner buy-in would provide better value than a longevity swap
given the plan’s risk profile and asset strategy.
 LCP helped the Trustee select a suitable buy-in provider and set up a trigger-based
execution mechanism.
 This allowed the Trustee to benefit from favourable movements in insurer pricing and execute
when its target financial metrics were met.
Outcome
 In December 2012 the Trustee insured c40% of the pensioner liabilities in its UK pension plan with
Legal & General in a transaction worth £350m.
 This achieved a concrete step in the de-risking of the pension plan, with the non-insured liabilities
after the buy-in reduced to £700m.
Steve Amor
Head of Group Pensions
Tate & Lyle PLC

We have a target timeline in mind for de-risking the UK pension liabilities and
hedging longevity risk was an integrated part of that strategy. The buy-in was
a natural step in the process with meaningful reductions now achieved in all
the key pension-related risks.

Review of 2012 and
case studies

after a series of triggered switches.
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Review of 2012 - Buy-ins covering all liabilities, including full buy-outs

Challenging economic conditions mean that full buy-out is
most economic for smaller pension plans.

Circumstances where a cash

95% of transactions that insured all of a pension plan’s liabilities in 2012

injection to fund to buy-out could

were under £100m in size. For these pension plans, a cash injection to

be in shareholder interests:

top up the assets to the full buy-out cost could often be justified by future

 Pension plan is small in context
of business
 Significant cash balances
available within business
 Pension plan limits business
flexibility - for example
corporate activity or the ability
to raise capital.

savings in running costs once formal wind-up was complete.
Only a handful of larger pension plans purchased insurance policies that
covered all their liabilities in 2012, including Gartmore and one of the five
UK pension plans sponsored by General Motors.
Both arrangements had significantly de-risked their assets and benefited
from favourable movements in bond values against insurance pricing.
A case study of Gartmore’s transaction with Pension Insurance
Corporation in April 2012 is shown opposite.
Aside from smaller pension plans and plans with de-risked investment
strategies, the amount of cash required to support a full buy-out is
usually too high for companies to justify to their shareholders - not least
because a material cash top-up would lock into the record low long-term
interest rates.
The graphic below shows the attractiveness of full buy-out for a range of
different types of pension plan, highlighting where opportunities do exist.

✓

Smaller pension plans

The lack of scale can mean that
buy-out is more efficient than
running on, particularly for a plan
closed to future accrual

✓

?

Larger pension plans
- defensively invested

Will have seen buy-out shortfalls
reduce due to rises in asset values

Full buy-outs

Larger pension plans
- holding growth assets

Buy-out shortfalls remain large.
May not be in shareholders’ interests
unless investments outperform or
special circumstances (see box above)

Volatile markets mean that buy-out shortfalls can change rapidly.
The challenge for companies is identifying early that a potential
opportunity to buy out has arisen and having the governance processes in
place with the trustees to seize the opportunity whilst it persists. The case
study opposite demonstrates the benefits of being prepared in this way.

LCP Pension Buy-ins, Buy-outs and Longevity Swaps 2013
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Case study: April 2012

Gartmore Pension Scheme - £160m buy-in covering all liabilities
Background
 Henderson Group acquired Gartmore in early 2011 and, as part of the acquisition, took on
responsibility for the Gartmore Pension Scheme.
 The pension plan had previously been closed to future benefit accrual and, after locking in a
material gain in 2010 by switching out of swaps into gilts, the pension plan had assets valued

What was put in place?
 Over 2011, the pension plan’s gilts rose in value, whilst favourable conditions in corporate bond
markets made insurer pricing increasingly affordable.
 After a feasibility study in late 2011, the Trustee worked with LCP to undertake a market review to
insure all of the pension plan’s liabilities. The quotations showed that the pension plan’s assets
were now almost sufficient to buy-in all of the pension plan’s liabilities.
 The position improved further following a competitive selection process and the Trustee entered
into exclusivity with Pension Insurance Corporation at the end of March 2012.
 Against a backdrop of volatile markets, the buy-in contract was negotiated, agreed and executed
by the Trustee within one week.
Outcome
 The Trustee achieved its objective of insuring its obligations to its members in full through an
insurance solution without requiring an additional payment to the pension plan from Henderson.
 Careful monitoring of the insurance market meant this was achieved much earlier than expected.

Mark Ashworth
Law Debenture, Chair of Trustee
Gartmore Pension Scheme

This transaction demonstrates what can be achieved when
trustees, sponsors and their advisers work closely together
and have an effective decision-making process to lock in
opportunities with insurers.

Review of 2012 and
case studies

at around £150m at the start of 2011.
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Buys-in and buy-outs as part of a wider de-risking plan

Many pension plans have a strategy to switch from equities
to gilts, but a strategy for when to switch from gilts to buy-in
is less common.
The underlying idea is simple - make switches between asset classes when
market conditions are favourable to lock in investment gains.
By monitoring the relative levels of gilts and buy-in pricing (see the chart
on page 10) and setting up a carefully designed governance process, the
pension plan stands a better chance of capturing opportunities that arise
from volatility and capturing gains from different investment markets.
Two-stage trigger process to reduce risk
Equities/return
seeking assets

TRIGGER 1

Gilts

Reducing risk

TRIGGER 2

Buy-in

From a practical perspective, a suitable dashboard to monitor the overall
level of hedging and the distance from target trigger levels provides useful
management information on the progression of the strategy over time.
Many de-risking strategies or “flight-plans” aim to increase gradually the
proportion of insured liabilities, without unduly increasing the technical
Hannah Gillinson

provisions or cash funding requirements at any point. The final target is

Consultant

then a manageable cash injection to top up the assets to full buy-out.

LCP

A series of well-timed
buy-ins can be more
cost-effective than a
single large buy-out at
a point in the future.

The case study opposite for Trinity Mirror shows how it used a
combination of:
 Pensioner buy-ins as a first step for its larger plans, where competitive
insurer pricing meant there was little or no impact on cash funding
requirements; and
 Cash injections to secure full buy-ins for its smaller pension plans.

LCP Pension Buy-ins, Buy-outs and Longevity Swaps 2013
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Case study: 2011 - 2012

Trinity Mirror - seven buy-ins totalling over £500m
Background
 £1.7bn of pension liabilities on its balance sheet at 31 December 2012 across ten pension plans.
 Corporate strategy since the economic downturn in 2008 to pay down net debt through cashflow
rather than drawing on the Group’s banking facilities.

pension plans.
 All DB pension plans were closed to future accrual in 2010 and a programme of insurance buy-ins
commenced in 2011.
What was put in place?
 Trinity Mirror identified carefully targeted buy-ins as a cost-effective way of reducing and
controlling its pension exposure.
 By the end of 2012, seven of the pension plans had completed buy-ins for total premiums of
over £500m.
 LCP negotiated two pensioner buy-in transactions as part of this programme, covering over
£350m of liabilities.
 Four of the smaller pension plans were insured in full, as part of an approach tailored to the
circumstances of each plan.
Outcome
 Following the latest phase of insurance buy-ins in 2012, Trinity Mirror has now insured 25% of its
pension obligations.
 This was achieved in parallel with a reduction in the Group’s net debt by over £200m since 2008.
 The buy-in transactions were achieved with little or no impact on pension contribution
requirements.
 This was made possible by locking in high bond valuations to pay the buy-in premiums.

Iain Urquhart
Group Pensions Director
Trinity Mirror PLC

By taking advantage of favourable terms available in the
market, the Group and pension trustees have succeeded in
insuring 25% of the liabilities without impacting the
recovery plans of the pension schemes.

Review of 2012 and
case studies

 Parallel strategy to de-risk historic pension liabilities, without affecting cash commitments to the
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Market share by provider - buy-ins and buy-outs

2012 saw some changes in focus from insurers, driven in
part by the continued high level of price competition for
medium and larger deals.
2012 business for top three insurers
Number

Average
size

Legal &
General

65

£16m

Pension
Insurance
Corporation

20

£73m

2012 saw strong competition between three insurers - Legal & General,
Pension Insurance Corporation (PIC), and Rothesay Life - who together
wrote 80% of all premiums. PIC’s business was spread fairly evenly
throughout the year whereas Legal & General wrote over 90% of its
business in the second half and Rothesay Life wrote all of its business

Rothesay Life

3

in the final quarter. This continues a long-established trend for most

£342m

business to be written later in the calendar year. The average transaction

See the appendices for

size written by each insurer differed significantly over 2012, as shown

a detailed breakdown of

by the table on the left. The chart below shows the market share for

business by insurer.

each insurer over 2012.

2012 market share by provider
Pension Insurance
Corporation

Rothesay Life
(Goldman Sachs)

Legal & General

£1,469m
34%

£1,025m
23%

£1,011m
23%

Prudential MetLife

£412m
9%

£256m
6%

Aviva
£187m
4%

Lucida
£40m
1%

The chart below shows the market shares for each insurer over the
four-year period to 2012.
2009 to 2012 market share by provider
Legal & General

Pension Insurance
Corporation

Rothesay Life
(Goldman Sachs)

Aviva

MetLife

Prudential

£4,249m
23%

£3,975m
21%

£3,740m
20%

£2,335m
13%

£1,734m
9%

£1,656m
9%

Source: Insurer data. Excludes longevity swaps and synthetic buy-ins.

Lucida
£685m
4%

AEGON
£178m
1%

See page 9 for a chart of

Legal & General, PIC and Rothesay Life together wrote nearly 65%

business written over the

of volumes over the four-year period to 2012. These three insurers

past six years.

have gained their leading positions primarily from a handful of large

ALICO
£59m
0%

transactions over the period. Prudential also targets larger transactions
- for example it transacted with two of GlaxoSmithKline’s pension plans
in 2010 - and so could rise up the market share rankings if it lands some
major transactions.

LCP Pension Buy-ins, Buy-outs and Longevity Swaps 2013
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2012 - Changes in providers
2012 was a year of change for the other insurers in the market.
The most notable change in appetite was by Aviva, who wrote over £1bn
of business in 2011 but announced in July 2012 that it was withdrawing
from large-scale bulk annuities and focusing on transactions under £50m.
This followed a strategic review that targeted improved levels of
profitability across the business. Aviva continues to be successful in

After writing a £40m buy-in in early 2012 for an existing policyholder,

PIC is the only remaining new

Lucida announced in November that it was closing to new business citing

insurer start-up from the initial

“relatively unattractive economics in the current market environment”.

four set up in 2006 and 2007.

This leaves PIC as the only remaining new insurer start-up from the initial
four set up in 2006 and 2007, with Lucida and Synesis Life failing to reach
sufficient scale and Paternoster being consolidated into Rothesay Life.
Over 2012 both Just Retirement and Partnership - the medically
underwritten annuity specialists - announced their entry to the market.
Alongside medical underwriting offerings from Aviva and Legal & General
this provides an alternative option for smaller pension plans. The other
insurers who quote at the smaller end of the market - MetLife and

See medical underwriting

PIC - state that they currently have no plans to develop a medically

section on page 18.

underwritten offering.
2012 - Major transactions
The chart below shows the business written by insurers each month during
2012. The 14 transactions over £100m are shown on the chart.
Buy-out and buy-in transactions over 2012
800
SR Technics
£200m
Transaction size (£m)

Undisclosed
£100m

West Midlands
Integrated Transport
Authority
£270m

Undisclosed
£140m

Western
United
£115m

600
Undisclosed
£250m

Denso
£200m

Undisclosed
£120m

400
Gartmore
(Henderson)
£160m

Aon Minet
£100m
200

Merchant Navy
£680m

Tate & Lyle
£350m

General
Motors
£230m

Cookson
£320m

0
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writing business but volumes will be lower whilst it maintains this policy.
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Medically underwritten buy-ins

Medical underwriting provides an alternative route for
smaller pension plans to buy-in, with the potential for
improved pricing.
Under a conventional buy-in insurers set their longevity assumption
by looking at measures of affluence for the membership being insured,
such as pensioners’ postcodes and pension size. As part of this, insurers
make an allowance for a proportion of the members being in poor health.
Medical underwriting can lead to a lower buy-in price if the underwriting
process demonstrates that the overall health of the membership is poorer
than expected. To do this, insurers consider the health situation of some
or all of the membership at an individual level using a carefully controlled
information gathering process agreed with the trustees. This allows the
insurers to set a more accurate premium. The premium could be lower or
higher (depending on the results of the underwriting) but benefits from
lower overall caution in the pricing.
Data used to set insurer buy-in pricing
Medically underwritten buy-in
Conventional buy-in

(in addition to the data for
conventional buy-in)

Gareth Davies
Senior Consultant
LCP

Over 2012 we have
conducted exercises
to collect medical
underwriting
information from
members. Careful
communication
design is key to collect
this both sensitively
and efficiently whilst
protecting members’
personal data.

Postcode

Health circumstances of individual

Pension size

members based on GP records,

Past mortality experience

member questionnaires and/or
phone interviews, as agreed with
the trustees

2012 saw the introduction of medical underwriting techniques into
the buy-in market through Just Retirement and Partnership, the medically
underwritten annuity specialists, alongside similar offerings from
Legal & General and Aviva.
In choosing to follow a medical underwriting route, we suggest that the
trustees of a pension plan should:
 have a reasonable expectation that the process will deliver a saving
compared to a conventional buy-in;
 have given careful consideration to the process for obtaining medical
information and managing sensitive data; and
 avoid any cherry-picking: for example insuring only the members in
poorer health.
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Members in better than expected health will be more expensive under
a medically underwritten buy-in so a price saving will be achieved
if there are sufficient members in poorer than expected health.
The table illustrates the impact of certain medical conditions on price:
Medical condition

Typical saving compared

Comment

to a healthy individual

ongoing treatment

35% - 45%

Diabetes

5% - 25%

Heart attack

5% - 30%

Stroke

5% - 15%

Smoker

5% - 10%

Depends on the type and extent of
the cancer
Type 2 diabetes will typically lead to
higher savings
Heavily dependent on time since the event
and any ongoing complications

Source: Just Retirement and Partnership based on the typical price for a member pension and attaching dependant pension.
Actual savings will depend on the detailed results of the medical underwriting process.

There is a natural limit on transaction size for medical underwriting to be
cost-effective and we therefore see transactions in this arena focused on
the smaller end of the market. Possible candidates include:
 Pension plans with fewer than 250 pensioners. Above this level it is less
likely that the proportion in poor health will be sufficient to offer savings
beyond the allowance included in a conventional buy-in;
 Pension plans with liabilities concentrated in a small number of members
- for example an executive section of a larger pension plan; and
 Pension plans where some members are expected to have significant
health conditions and this is unlikely to be identified by normal longevity
techniques based on postcode profiling and socio-economic group
(for example, if there is a high incidence of early retirement on the
grounds of ill-health).
Ken Hardman
Partner
LCP

Trustees need to balance the potential savings from medical
underwriting against the risk that the membership is in
better than expected health so leading to a higher buy-in
price. Early assessment of feasibility can help weigh up the
pros and cons to make an informed decision of whether to go
down the medical underwriting route.

New innovations

Cancer which requires
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Should you insure deflation protection?

A less well recognised risk facing pension plans is that of
future negative inflation (or deflation).
Deflation risk arises because pensions in payment are often increased
when inflation is positive but they cannot be reduced if inflation is
negative (as it was in 2009). In contrast, the assets typically held to
back pension liabilities - such as inflation-linked gilts - reduce in value if
deflation occurs. This means that most pension plans have an exposure to
deflation risk.
A buy-in will protect against deflation risk if the policy is structured to
match precisely the pension increases in the plan’s rules. However, when
judged in isolation, deflation risk can be an expensive risk to hedge in its
own right.
The chart below shows the cost of insuring deflation protection over
the past year. The halving in cost over recent months partly reflects an
Pros and cons of excluding
deflation protection from a buy-in
Pros:

upward trend in future RPI expectations.
Cost of insuring deflation protection
12

 The cost of insuring deflation risk
is relatively high - there is limited

 Avoids crystallising an additional
cost if not fully provided for in
the actuarial funding valuation.
 Historically deflation has
been rare.
Cons:
 Introduces a mismatch between
the insured benefits and the
benefits paid to members.
 Top-up payments will need to
be made if deflation occurs.
 The protection needs to be
purchased before transition to
a buy-out.
 There is a risk that the protection
could be more expensive to
purchase in the future.
 The current low economic
growth arguably means deflation

10
Additional cost (%)

liquidity for it in swap markets.

8
6
4
2
0
Mar12 Apr 12 May 12 Jun 12 Jul 12 Aug 12 Sep 12 Oct 12 Nov 12 Dec 12 Jan 13 Feb 13 Mar 13

It is worth noting that most pension increases are subject to a cap
(for example 5% pa), which can offset the cost of the deflation protection
shown in the chart.
If deflation protection is judged to be expensive, it can be excluded from
a buy-in policy. If deflation then occurred, the insurer would reduce its
payment to the trustees and the pension plan would need to pay an
additional premium to the insurer to realign the insured pensions with the
full amounts due to members.
In practice, most transactions to date have matched the underlying benefit

is more likely to occur than in

promises in a pension plan, including insurance against the risk of future

other economic scenarios.

deflation. Some pros and cons of excluding deflation protection are set
out in the box to the left.

Charlie Finch
Partner
LCP

New innovations

LCP advised Hunting on the first £100m
pensioner buy-in in January 2007.
In 2012, LCP was lead adviser on more
£100m+ buy-ins and buy-outs than anyone
else, including a £350m pensioner buy-in
for Tate & Lyle.
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Longevity swaps

2012 saw a shift in the participants in the longevity swap
market, as new regulations made the economics of longevity
swaps less attractive for a number of banks previously
quoting on transactions.

Reinsurers active in
the UK longevity swap
market include:

In contrast, reinsurance capacity for longevity risk has expanded and
longevity pricing for pension plans has remained competitive. Indeed,
current reinsurance capacity is many times current business volumes.
Two significant longevity swap transactions were carried out in 2012,
both with ReAssure - a UK wholly-owned subsidiary of global reinsurer
Swiss Re. Both transactions had notable features, with the Azko Nobel
transaction taking a more pragmatic approach to collateral arrangements
than past transactions. This is a welcome development for the market.

Instead of the frequent collateral
assessments included in historic
contracts, the Azko Nobel contract had
Akzo Nobel

£1.4bn

more pragmatic quarterly calculations,
with adjustments made to the collateral

A list of completed

amounts posted only after material shifts

longevity swaps in the UK is

in longevity expectations.

included in the appendices.

This was the first longevity insurance
LV=

£800m

contract to include older deferred
pensioners (age 55 and over) who have
yet to retire.

The LV= contract structure provides a foundation for a pension plan
that wishes to develop a “complete” solution for longevity.
This might comprise:
 a “named-life” longevity swap for pensions in payment linked to the
survival of the individual members and, potentially, older deferred
pensioners - using a transaction structure similar to LV=; and
 an index-based longevity swap for younger deferred pensioners
- this avoids structuring challenges for members below minimum
retirement age and, by being of a fixed term, allows the named-life swap
to be extended to cover new pensioners once the population has aged.
A structure along these lines would allow pension plans to lock down their
exposures to changes in longevity expectations over time, meaning that
interest rate and inflation hedges would need only minimal rebalancing if
longevity expectations changed in the future.
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Longevity swaps

Flow of longevity risk
For pension plans approaching the longevity swap market, there are three
main routes available. All three routes depend in different ways on the
appetite of the reinsurance market for longevity risk. For some time now,
this appetite has been significant and, at the time of writing, continues to
be so.
Route 1: Transact with a provider without external reinsurance – example: LV= and ReAssure

LV=

Other Swiss Re
Companies

ReAssure

Ability to use internal reinsurance if desired

This option offers the potential for simpler and more flexible structuring
due to the absence of external reinsurers.
Route 2: Transact with a provider that uses external reinsurance - example: BAE Systems and
Legal & General
100%
BAE

£2.7bn transaction between

70%
Legal & General

This illustrates the

Hannover
Re

BAE Systems 2000 Pension
Plan and Legal & General in
February 2013.

Under this option, a proportion of the longevity risk is externally reinsured,
the longevity hedge provider’s net exposure to longevity risk is reduced,
but it will continue to operate the swap and protect against the possible
default of the reinsurer.

Reinsurer appetite
An important driver for
longevity swaps is reinsurance
capacity. Many reinsurers

Route 3: Transact with a provider that uses external reinsurance, but where the longevity
swap contract passes the reinsurer counterparty risk on to the pension plan

have significant exposure
to mortality risk (the risk
that members will die

Pension plan

Longevity hedge
provider

earlier than expected)
Reinsurer

from life insurance policies,
particularly in the US where,
unlike in the UK, policies often

Reinsurer counterparty risk

This structure arises because pension plans cannot typically transact
directly with reinsurers. It offers the pension plan a lower cost solution as
the longevity hedge provider does not need to reserve for its counterparty
exposure to the reinsurer.

cover pensioners.
Longevity risk provides an
offset to counterbalance these
mortality risks, allowing the
insurers to reduce their capital
requirements and create
pricing synergies.

Longevity swaps

often at the same time as the initial transaction. Where this happens,
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Bringing it all together

As the different strands of the insurance market develop,
we finish by drawing together the outlook for longevity
swaps, buy-ins and buy-outs, together with some practical
strategies for sponsors and trustees to consider.

<1%

Overall market outlook

as a proportion of DB

the past twelve months - such as medical underwriting - have expanded

Annual transaction volumes
pension liabilities.

A full range of options is available in the insurance market to hedge or
transfer defined benefit pension risk. New innovations and structures over
this toolkit further.
Given competitive buy-in pricing, it is perhaps surprising that the
number of pension plans completing transactions has not been higher
- annual business volumes at c£5bn still represent significantly less than
1% of total private sector defined benefit pension liabilities.

£10bn

Potential capacity for buy-ins
and buy-outs in 2013.

In our view:
 a doubling of annual buy-in and buy-out volumes to c£10bn could be
comfortably supported by currently available insurer capital
 the “gilts for buy-in” opportunity is likely to continue to drive demand in
the near-term, with a steady flow of buy-outs for smaller pension plans
and others with special circumstances.
Looking further ahead, the asymmetric nature of supply from insurers
and demand from pension plans means that it would take only a small
upswing in demand - for example from a jump in gilt yields that improved
funding levels across the board - before capacity constraints at insurers
are reached, in terms of both capital and resourcing.
Of course, pension plans will need to judge when the time is right
to approach the market to suit their own circumstances. Understanding
the supply and demand dynamics is a consideration in this process.
Insurers certainly remain selective when filtering new quotation
requests and will reward pension plans that have prepared well and can
demonstrate their intention to transact.
For the longevity swap market, we see a continued flow of a handful of
transactions each year, underpinned by reinsurer appetite for longevity
risk. The recent longevity swap transactions by BAE Systems and Bentley
are consistent with this level of activity for 2013.
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David Stewart
What opportunities may be suitable for my pension plan?

Partner

At the current time we consider the following opportunities attractive:

LCP

Option

Situation where opportunity may be attractive
 Any pension plan with material gilt holdings
should consider using the gilts to fund the
premium for a buy-in policy covering some or all
of its pensioners. This locks down longevity risk

Pensioner buy-in
See page 10

on the liabilities covered, captures value from
record gilt prices in early 2013 and can often be
done without any cash funding impact.
 Appropriate consideration should be given to

Record gilt valuations
provide a favourable
opportunity for many
pension plans to
undertake a pensioner
buy-in. But they are
also responsible for high
deficits, making buy-out
the preserve of the few.

the term of the gilts, likelihood of re-risking and
any wider collateral requirements (eg from an
LDI strategy).

 Well-hedged pension plans are likely to have seen
the gap to buy-out closing as defensive assets will
Full buy-out
See page 12

have kept pace with rising liability values.
 Sponsors may find it cost-effective to inject cash
to insure smaller pension plans in full, particularly
once future running costs are taken into account.

 Simpler structures are widening the appeal of
longevity swaps. They remain primarily the
domain of larger pension plans, although Legal
Longevity swap
See page 22

& General and Swiss Re will consider transactions
under £250m.
 Longevity swaps are most suited to pension plans
that wish to hedge longevity risk and retain an
return above gilts.

By successfully capturing these opportunities, pension plans can take a
meaningful step towards full buy-out or self-sufficiency.
View a full list of our de-risking services at www.lcp.uk.com/derisking

Bringing it all together

underlying investment strategy that delivers a
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Canada
The trend from defined benefit to defined contribution in Canada has been significantly
slower than in the UK. Consequently there are fewer closed and frozen DB pension plans.
With fewer "legacy" plans, the focus on de-risking has not been as acute and transactions
familiar in the UK - such as pensioner buy-ins - have generally been rare. De-risking has been a
developing trend in 2012, with at least half a dozen buy-ins having completed later in the year.
This de-risking trend is set to increase - with the publication of new mortality scales,
the funding requirements of Canadian pension plans are set to rise. With the funding gap
to buy-in or buy-out reducing so does one of the main barriers. 2013 may even see the first
CAN$1bn transaction, which would comfortably exceed the largest transaction to date of
CAN$400m.

United States
2012 saw US$36.5bn of pension liabilities transferred to insurers as a result of two large
buy-out deals, both with Prudential Insurance Company of America:
 General Motors transferred US$29bn of pensioner retirees
 Verizon Communications transferred US$7.5bn of pensioner retirees.
Annuitisation has been fairly common in the US market over the last few decades but until
2012 was on a comparatively smaller scale, averaging US$1.5bn over the 20 year period to 2011.
The General Motors and Verizon deals were both partial buy-outs, driven by the companies’
desire to reduce the pension liabilities on their balance sheets.
The ongoing legal actions in the Verizon deal - retirees are claiming that Verizon failed in its
fiduciary duty by transferring their pensions - is likely to act as a temporary brake on buy-out
activity. However, this could lead the US to focus on the buy-in route where the pensioner
retirees remain in the plan. So far buy-ins have not gained traction - there has only been
only one transaction for US$75m in 2011 - but the two buy-out transactions in 2012
have certainly generated a surge in interest in insurance.

David Lane
Partner
LCP

As pension plans mature, we are expecting to see more
companies use insurance as part of a global de-risking
strategy for corporate pensions.
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Ireland
Pension buy-out activity in Ireland has predominantly been driven by the closure and wind-up of
a large number of relatively small defined benefit plans. However, recent legislation (including a
tax levy on pensions) and an increasing move to defined contribution have led to more interest
in the buy-in and buy-out market. With MetLife completing a £90m transaction early in 2012
and Legal & General writing its first Irish transaction in 2013, we expect to see further activity
but the large pension deficits will continue to act as a constraint on growth.
Sovereign Annuity products were introduced at the end of 2012 - allowing the high yields
on Irish sovereign bonds to be fed into pricing - with the first such deal completed in January
2013 by Irish Life. Their attractiveness has arguably reduced due to falls in Irish bond yields in
recent months but, compared with traditional annuity structures, pricing advantages still look
to be achievable.

Netherlands
The funding requirements under the Dutch pension regime mean that the majority of companies
have to maintain funding ratios in excess of 100%. These comparatively better funding positions
mean that the requirement for sponsors to make large additional contributions to achieve
buy-out is not as great as is often the case in the UK. As a result we expect buy-out demand
to continue to be high in the Netherlands over the next couple of years. Any trend for partial
buy-ins, however, will depend on appropriate solutions being developed to accommodate
pension plans’ ability to alter accrued benefits in adverse circumstances.
Whilst demand exists in the Netherlands, the number of transactions actually undertaken will
depend on the appetite of insurers to take on the business. There are signs that some of the
key players are reducing their appetite as they look to preserve capital and generate higher
profit margins. In contrast, some insurers from other jurisdictions are now considering entering
the Dutch market which would bring some welcome additional capacity and new innovation.

An overview of pension plan de-risking around the world
2012 saw continued expansion of the pension de-risking market internationally. Indeed in just one
the past six years.
Pension de-risking is not a new concept and indeed the transfer of pension liabilities to insurance
companies has been commonplace in a number of countries. In recent years the UK has been
particularly innovative in developing new approaches and unsurprisingly insurers and advisers alike
have sought to apply this knowledge and experience elsewhere. Coupled with a growing appetite
from corporate sponsors for global de-risking policies, this has meant that bulk annuity markets
are becoming increasingly active in countries where local legislation and pensions markets provide
suitable conditions. As always, global policies need to be tailored to fit the rules and regulations of
each individual country.

An overview of pension plan
de-risking around the world

year there has been almost as much risk transferred in the US as the combined total in the UK over
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Since the first £100m pensioner buy-in in
January 2007, there have been 14 longevity
swaps and more than 70 buy-ins and buy-outs
over £100m.
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Buy-out and buy-in business written by insurers
Total size of transactions (£m)
Insurer

Date of entry

Q1 2012

Q2 2012

Q3 2012

Q4 2012

Total

Market share

Pension Insurance Corporation

October 2006

339

408

378

344

1,469

34%

Rothesay Life (Goldman Sachs)

July 2007

0

0

0

1,025

1,025

23%

Legal & General

1986

30

32

410

539

1,011

23%

Prudential

1997

0

272

140

0

412

9%

July 2007

63

43

101

49

256

6%

2012

MetLife 1
Aviva

May 2006

21

67

40

59

187

4%

Lucida

November 2007

40

0

0

0

40

1%

493

822

1,069

2,016

4,400

Total

2

1

All non-UK business is excluded from the statistics. MetLife UK's £92m of business written in Ireland has been excluded.

2

CNP Europe Life based in Ireland wrote a transaction of £38m securing UK pension plan liabilities in Q2 2012.

Longevity swaps written by UK pension plans
Sponsoring company

Pension scheme

Date

Liabilities
covered (£m)

Babcock International

Devonport Royal Dockyard Pension Scheme

June 2009

500

RSA Insurance Group 1

RIGPS and SAL pension schemes

July 2009

1,900

Babcock International

Rosyth Royal Dockyard Pension Scheme

September 2009

350

Credit Suisse

Babcock International

Babcock International Group Pension Scheme

December 2009

300

Credit Suisse

Local government

The Royal County of Berkshire Pension Fund

December 2009

750

ReAssure (Swiss Re)

BMW

BMW (UK) Operations Pension Scheme

February 2010

Pall

Pall (UK) Pension Scheme

January 2011

70

ITV

ITV Pension Scheme

August 2011

1,700

Credit Suisse

Rolls-Royce

Rolls-Royce Pension Fund

November 2011

3,000

Deutsche Bank

Pilkington

Pilkington Superannuation Scheme

December 2011

1,000

Legal & General

British Airways

Airways Pension Scheme

December 2011

1,300

Rothesay Life (Goldman Sachs)

1,400

ReAssure (Swiss Re)

800

ReAssure (Swiss Re)

3,000

Akzo Noble

Akzo Nobel (CPS) Pension Scheme

May 2012

Liverpool Victoria

LV= Employee Pension Scheme

December 2012

BAE Systems

BAE Systems 2000 Pension Plan

May 2013

2,700

Bentley

Bentley Pension Fund

May 2013

400

Provider
Credit Suisse

Rothesay Life (Goldman Sachs)

Abbey Life (Deutsche Bank)
J P Morgan

Friendly Society

TOTAL
1

Legal & General
Abbey Life (Deutsche Bank)

19,170

The longevity swap was also combined with an asset swap making the transaction effectively a "bundled" DIY pensioner buy-in.

Pension buy-ins and buy-outs over £150m announced since 2008
Name

Sector

Insurer

Date

Type

RSA Insurance Group

Size (£m)
1,900

Insurance

Rothesay Life (Goldman Sachs)

July 2009

Synthetic pensioner

British Airways

1,300

Aviation

Rothesay Life (Goldman Sachs)

July 2010

Turner and Newall

1,100

Manufacturing

Legal & General

October 2011

Thorn

1,100

Engineering

Pension Insurance Corporation

December 2008

Full buy-out

Cable & Wireless

1,050

Communications

Prudential

September 2008

Pensioner buy-in

GlaxoSmithKline

900

Pharmaceutical

Prudential

November 2010

Pensioner buy-in

buy-in
Synthetic pensioner
buy-in
Full buy-out
(PPF rescue)
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Pension buy-outs over £150m announced since 2008 (cont'd)
Name

Sector

Insurer

Date

Type

Uniq

Size (£m)
830

Food Producer

Rothesay Life (Goldman Sachs)

December 2011

Full buy-out

Rank

700

Gambling

Rothesay Life (Goldman Sachs)

February 2008

Full risk transfer

MNOPF

680

Shipping

Rothesay Life (Goldman Sachs)

December 2012

Full buy-in

MNOPF

500

Shipping

Lucida

September 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Cadbury

500

Food Producer

Pension Insurance Corporation

December 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Delta

450

Engineering

Pension Insurance Corporation

June 2008

Pensioner buy-out

Powell Duffryn / PD Pension

400

Engineering

Paternoster (now Rothesay Life)

March 2008

Full buy-out

CDC

370

Public

Rothesay Life (Goldman Sachs)

November 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Friends Provident

360

Financial Services

Aviva

April 2008

Pensioner buy-in

Tate & Lyle

350

Food Producer

Legal & General

December 2012

Pensioner buy-in

Alliance Boots

320

Pharmaceutical

Pension Insurance Corporation

June 2010

Full buy-out

Cookson

320

Manufacturing

Pension Insurance Corporation

July 2012

Pensioner buy-in

Aggregate Industries

305

Mining

Pension Insurance Corporation

February 2010

Pensioner buy-in

Home Retail Group

280

Retail

Prudential

June 2011

Pensioner buy-in

West Midlands Integrated

270

Transport

Prudential

April 2012

Pensioner buy-in

BBA Aviation

270

Aviation

Legal & General

April 2008

Pensioner buy-in

TI Group / Smiths Group

250

Engineering

Legal & General

March 2008

Pensioner buy-in

TI Group / Smiths Group

250

Engineering

Paternoster (now Rothesay Life)

September 2008

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

250

Media

Aviva

December 2011

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

250

Unknown

Legal & General

August 2012

Pensioner buy-in

Law Society

235

Legal

MetLife

June 2011

Full buy-out

General Motors

230

Vehicle Manufacturing

Rothesay Life (Goldman Sachs)

October 2012

Full buy-in

Pensions Trust

225

Charities

Paternoster (now Rothesay Life)

July 2008

Pensioner buy-in

Leyland DAF

225

Vehicle Manufacturing

Pension Insurance Corporation

January 2009

Full buy-out

Undisclosed FTSE 250

220

Unknown

Legal & General

June 2010

Unknown

Undisclosed

220

Retail

Legal & General

March 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Denso

200

Automotive

Pension Insurance Corporation

March 2012

Full buy-out

SR Technics

200

Aviation

Pension Insurance Corporation

April 2012

Full buy-out

Undisclosed

185

Banking

Aviva

December 2010

Pensioner buy-in

M-Real Corporation

180

Paper Manufacturing

Legal & General

March 2008

Full buy-out

Undisclosed

170

Undisclosed

Pension Insurance Corporation

April 2011

Full buy-out

Gartmore

160

Financial Services

Pension Insurance Corporation

April 2012

Full buy-in

Morgan Crucible

160

Engineering

Lucida

March 2008

Pensioner buy-in

London Stock Exchange

158

Finance

Pension Insurance Corporation

May 2011

Pensioner buy-in

Ofcom

150

Public

Legal & General

July 2008

Pensioner buy-in

Dairy Crest

150

Food Producer

Legal & General

December 2008

Pensioner buy-in

Dairy Crest

150

Food Producer

Legal & General

June 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Aon Pension Scheme

150

Financial Services

MetLife

June 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Meat & Livestock Commission

150

Food Producer

Aviva

June 2011

Pensioner buy-in

TI Group / Smiths Group

150

Engineering

Rothesay Life (Goldman Sachs)

September 2011

Pensioner buy-in

Plan

Transport Authority

(PPF rescue)

Source: Insurance company data, company press releases and member announcements
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Glossary of terms
Bulk annuity

Describes a contract between a pension plan and an insurance company, whereby an insurance company insures
some or all of the liabilities of the pension plan. Depending on whether the short-term intention is to transfer
policies into the names of individual pension plan members, bulk annuity contracts are referred to as buy-outs
or buy-ins.

Buy-in

The purchase of a bulk annuity contract with an insurance company as an investment to match some or all of
a pension plan's liabilities, and therefore reduce risk. Crucially the liabilities remain in the pension plan and the
trustees retain responsibility for them. Specific contractual terms differentiate it from an annuity purchase.
Commonly a buy-in covers the pensioner liabilities as a pensioner buy-in but there have been several buy-ins
of non-pensioner liabilities or a subset of pensioner liabilities.

Buy-out

The process whereby a pension plan’s liabilities are transferred to an insurance company using a bulk annuity
contract and the obligation for the pension plan to provide those benefits is ceased. Usually this covers the full
liabilities of the pension plan as a full buy-out and is followed by the wind-up of the pension plan.

Buy-out market

A term to encompass the range of solutions available to transfer risk from a pension plan to another institution,
usually an FCA regulated insurance company. Risk transfer is typically achieved through a bulk annuity contract
(see buy-out and buy-in) or a longevity swap contract.

Closure

An action to restrict the future build-up of liabilities in a pension plan. It could be restricted to closing the pension
plan to new members or be extended to stopping benefit accrual. Stopping benefit accrual usually means that
current active members become deferred pensioners, sometimes retaining a link to future increases in their salary.

Collateral

Assets specifically set aside or earmarked to reimburse one party for the default of a counterparty (eg an
insurance company or bank). Collateral is sometimes built into the structure of larger buy-in contracts and
swaps to provide additional protection to the trustees and provider.

Collateralised buy-in

A buy-in annuity contract with a surrender value option available in defined circumstances (eg provider
insolvency). This is normally supported by a designated ring-fenced pool of assets to provide the surrender
value should it be exercised. The assets are normally long-dated corporate bonds.

Counterparty risk

The risk for a given party that the other party (eg an insurance company or bank) defaults on its obligations.
Mechanisms such as posting collateral can sometimes be negotiated to reduce the potential impact of this risk.

Financial Services

A statutory compensation arrangement funded on a “pay-as-you-go” basis by an annual levy on the financial

Compensation Scheme

services industry. It is expected to provide broadly 90% compensation on annuity contracts in the event of an

(FSCS)

insurance company defaulting.

Full buy-out

A buy-out contract covering all known liabilities in a pension plan, usually followed by the pension plan
winding-up.

Full risk transfer

A full buy-out transaction where the insurance company assumes immediate responsibility for all the risks borne
by the pension plan - such as incorrect data risk, GMP equalisation risk and other legislative risks.

GMP equalisation

The process of adjusting pension plan benefits to allow for the inequality in the definition of Guaranteed
Minimum Pensions (GMPs) between males and females. The practicalities of this can be complex.

Hedging

Purchasing assets that have similar characteristics to the pension plan’s liabilities, so that if the value of the
liabilities rises/falls this is matched by a similar rise/fall in the value of the assets.

Index-based longevity

A swap where the actual payout is linked to a standard population. For example, the counterparty may pay out

swap

to the pension plan if the longevity of the standard population improves faster than anticipated. Index-based
swaps are flexible, but provide only partial longevity protection against actual pension plan experience.

In-specie asset transfer

The transfer of some or all of the pension plan’s assets directly to the insurance company to pay the premium
for the buy-in or buy-out contract. This can sometimes provide a saving compared to paying the premium in
cash owing to the reduced transaction costs involved.

Liability Driven

A specialised investment (usually made up of cash and swaps) designed to have a similar cashflow profile to a

Investment (LDI)

pension plan’s liabilities. So, if the value of the liabilities increases, the value of the investment also increases.
This is a type of hedging.
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Liability management

The process of taking active steps to manage the risk involved with a pension plan’s liabilities. Practical
examples include transfer value exercises, pension plan closure or conducting a trivial commutation exercise.
The purchase of an investment to remove the risk of pension plan members living longer than expected.
The main way of hedging longevity risk, other than buying annuities, is to use a longevity swap.

Longevity swap

A tool to enable pension plans to transfer the risk of members living longer than expected to a third party
(the counterparty), whilst retaining direct control of the assets. The two main types of longevity swap are a
named-life longevity swap and an index-based longevity swap.

Mono-line insurance

An insurance company offering products within a single business line, such as bulk annuities.

company
Multi-line insurance

An insurance company that writes business across a range of lines of business (eg investment management and

company

other insurance products).

Named-life

A swap which is linked to the longevity experience of the actual pension plan membership. The counterparty

longevity swap

will pay the additional pension payroll if the underlying members live longer than expected; the pension plan will
pay the additional pension payroll if the underlying members die sooner than expected.

Partial buy-in / buy-out

A buy-in or buy-out covering only a proportion of a pension plan’s liabilities. The most common type is a
pensioner buy-in.

Pensioner buy-in

A buy-in which covers payments to current pensioners and their dependants.

Pricing basis

The basis used by insurance companies to price buy-ins or buy-outs. Contrast to reserving basis.

Profit share

A provision in a bulk annuity contact for the insurance company to make payments to the trustees, or to an agreed
third party, if the experience under the contract is better than anticipated in the insurance company’s pricing.

Progressive or staged

A buy-out or buy-in transaction which is completed in several stages, often as part of a pre-determined

risk transfer

premium payment plan based on asset performance. This allows risk to be transferred when the pension plan
can afford to do so.

Reserving basis

The basis used by insurance companies to calculate the reserves they must hold. It will be based on prudent
assumptions and will have regard to FCA rules. It will generally be much more prudent than the pricing basis.

Residual longevity risk

The risk of members living longer than expected that is not covered by an index-based longevity swap.
The residual risk is due to differences between the pension plan membership and the index's
standard population.

Solvency capital

The additional capital that an insurance company must set aside, in addition to the premium paid, when writing
a buy-out or buy-in. This provides a buffer against adverse future experience.

Standard population

The underlying population used to determine the payouts under an index-based longevity swap - for example
the population of England and Wales.

Swap

An agreement with a counterparty (often an investment bank) to "swap" types of liability exposure.
For example, under an inflation swap a pension plan pays the bank if inflation falls compared to expectations,
but the bank pays the pension plan money if inflation rises. This hedges the pension plan’s inflation risk.

Synthetic buy-in

A series of swap contracts to hedge longevity, investment and inflation risks such that the combined effect
is similar to a traditional buy-in. The pension plan retains the assets held as collateral to support the swap
contracts and so the exposure in the event of provider default is limited. It is sometimes called a DIY buy-in.

Transfer value exercise

An exercise where deferred pensioners (and sometimes also active members) are given the opportunity to
transfer their benefits out of the pension plan. An enhancement is often offered above the pension plan’s
standard transfer terms, to make it more attractive for members to transfer.

Trivial commutation

An exercise to commute small pensions in the pension plan for a cash lump sum. This can both reduce risk

exercise

and save on future administration costs.
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LCP’s buy-in and buy-out credentials

In a constantly developing environment, good advice relies
on up-to-date market knowledge and ongoing experience.
LCP advised on 35% of all buy-ins and buy-outs over £100m in 2012,
including transactions for Tate & Lyle, General Motors, Trinity Mirror
and Gartmore.
£100m+ buy-ins and buy-outs in 2012
Lead advisor

2012

LCP

5

Towers Watson

3

KPMG

2

Mercer

2

Aon Hewitt

2

Total

14

Source: Insurers and public announcements. Data excludes longevity swaps

LCP is proud to be the current holder of the Financial Times PIPA award
for Buy-in/buyout Consultant of the Year 2012 and its predecessor award
from 2011. This is the only award in the industry for advising on pension
buy-outs and buy-ins.
An event from the Financial Times

Buy-in/buyout Consultant
Lane Clark and Peacock

How LCP can help your pension plan
If you are looking to investigate insurance options further, LCP offers a
range of next steps including feasibility exercises, trustee training and

100%

expert support in negotiating and structuring transactions.

LCP’s 2012 completion rate

wide range of advisors, including all the major legal advisors and firms

for transactions over £100m.

of actuaries.

We advise companies and trustees and work collaboratively alongside a

View a full list of our de-risking services at www.lcp.uk.com/derisking

Leading insurer after a recent FTSE100 transaction

LCP executed very well again. Thank you. It makes
a significant difference and directly influences which
pension plans we quote on.
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